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amped five offers a number of features that can be used to enhance images and videos to aid in the
investigation of criminal activity. the forensic uses of amped five include the analysis of images and

videos, such as those from security cameras and mobile phones. the software can detect faces,
license plates, handwriting, and other items. amped five also includes a section for the analysis of
fingerprint evidence. the amped five forensic version is the only image forensics software available

that can be used for analyzing images and videos from mobile phones. when you sign in to your
account you will be directed to your user dashboard. the dashboard can be accessed from the main
menu on the home page. the dashboard allows you to view the status of your account and download

the latest version of the software. the dashboard also allows you to access the following features:
amped five combines a number of image and video processing algorithms to provide users with a
comprehensive library of high-quality image and video enhancement tools to detect, enhance, and

analyze suspicious and important visual information. the products features include motion detection,
blur removal, face detection, license plate detection, object recognition, keypoint extraction,

histogram equalization, and many more. by combining algorithms from multiple research labs,
amped five provides the power and versatility to process nearly any type of image and video

evidence with minimal user interaction and with complete confidence that the results are accurate.
support and documentation: support and documentation for amped five is included in the purchase

of the software. new users can get started immediately by downloading the installation package and
running it directly on their computer. amped five is the only forensic image enhancement software to

include full documentation with each product. expertly created by our technical support staff, the
documentation contains step-by-step instructions for using the product and includes access to our

growing online library of content. the online library is continually growing and includes video tutorials
and training courses as well as articles and research papers that can be downloaded.
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consider purchasing the
evaluation version. amped five

is an evaluation version of
amped five v3.6.1.1 which is
available for download now.

contact us and we can provide
you with a demo key. we will

also send you full
documentation of amped five.
free and easy to use, amped

five provides forensic
investigators, law enforcement,
and crime scene investigators
with the most comprehensive,
accurate, and precise image

enhancement software
available today. amped five is
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trusted by thousands of law
enforcement agencies and

forensic investigators around
the world. amped five is the
leading forensic image and

video enhancement software
for law enforcement and

forensics. amped five provides
more than 100 algorithms for
users to analyze and process
any type of image and video
evidence from cctv and dvr

systems, body worn cameras,
dash cameras, drones,

fingerprints, documents and
much more. its primary

purpose is to provide an all-in-
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one solution to process and
restore, clarify, and analyze

images and video in a simple,
fast, and precise way. amped
five is specifically designed for
investigative, forensic, military

and security applications.
amped five is the most

complete image and video
forensics software, acclaimed
for its reliability and workflow

efficiency. amped five was
designed to answer the need in
providing solid, scientific-based

forensic image and video
enhancement for worldwide

legal systems. image and video
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analysts worldwide have
contributed to the

development of the software
used today, ensuring all

aspects of the investigation
process can be completed
within a single application.
developed specifically for

forensics, public safety and
national security, this all-in-one

solution has more than 130
filters and tools, to convert,
process, enhance, analyze,

present and document images
and videos. 5ec8ef588b
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